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Videk Delivers Full Page, Full Color Web Viewing System

Rochester, New York February 2009 – Videk Inc., is proud to announce that Eastman Kodak’s Graphic
Communication’s Group has awarded Videk, Inc. with an order for a full page, full color quality monitoring
system on a VERSAMARK VL2000 Printing System for a customer in Spain. This camera inspection
system delivers high-resolution images to a monitor allowing operators to view the continuous web in order
to make decisions regarding the quality of the printing at full production speeds. Videk’s PVS8600™ Series
vision system also allows the user to freeze an image of the entire document and pan, zoom and scroll to
more closely inspect for printing defects. The 8600 Series products are capable of imaging documents up to
1000 ft./min. in simplex and duplex configurations and can be integrated into a wide variety of paper
transports.
“This system is the first in a series of high-speed color inspection systems Videk will be releasing in the near
future”, states Tom Slechta, CEO and President of Videk. “Color is an important and emerging aspect of
transpromotional and commercial print environments and Videk is committed to providing solutions for
ensuring the quality and content of these high value documents.”
About Videk, Inc.
Videk is the worldwide leader in supplying high speed, real time vision solutions and services for digital print
and mail automation. Working with many OEM and Reseller partners, Videk vision systems monitor quality
and document security while providing data necessary for reconciliation. Videk’s vision expertise is
unsurpassed; with more than 25 years of experience developing inspection and verification solutions for
both laser and inkjet printers, inserters and document finishing equipment. Videk’s headquarters are located
in Rochester, New York, USA. For more information contact Jennifer Allen, Marketing Communications,
Tel: (800) 248-4335 / Fax: (585) 292-5884 / e-mail: info@videk.com or visit us at: www.videk.com.
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